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Put a period at the end of a statement . ( .)
Put a question mark at the end of sentence that asks a question . (?)
Put an exclamation mark at the end of a sentence that shows a strong feeling . (!)
Put a period or an exclamation mark at the end of a command sentence . ( .) or (!)

1 . Write the correct punctuation mark at the end of each sentence .

a) I love it ____      b) Are you going to the park____

c) Brush your teeth before bedtime____     d) Monday is a holiday____

2.  Use the word and or but to join the sentences . Use a comma before the  
joining word .

My aunt has two apple trees. She has a pear tree.

______________________________________________________________________

3 . Read the sentence . Circle the subject . Underline the predicate .

Joel and Priha went to the basketball game. 

1 . The words a and an are called articles . 
Use a before a specific singular noun that starts with a consonant . 
Use an before a specific singular noun that starts with a vowel .

a) _____ bear            b) _____ oven           c) _____ eel           d) _____ bike

2 . Circle the adjective in each sentence . Underline the noun it describes .

a) A grey mouse ran over the carpet.        b) Mr. Chan gave me a large box.

3 . Use proper nouns to complete the sentence .

a) I would like to visit the city of _____________________________ in the province of  
 
___________________________________.

b) The first day in the month of ____________________________________ is  
 
___________________________________.
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1 .  An analogy is a comparison of two things that seem different from each other but 
which have something in common . Write the missing word .

snow = white        as        grass = ____________  ( purple    green     brown )

bee = hive        as        bird = ____________   ( nest     cave       burrow )  

2. Is this an example of alliteration? Circle YES or NO .

a) Terry took all his clothes to the charity store.    YES     NO

b) Silly Sharma saved some shiny stones.    YES     NO

c) Milly the mouse made a mess in the millet.     YES    NO

3 . Write an example of alliteration using the letter S . 

______________________________________________________________________

A homonym is a word that is pronounced the same as another word, but which has 
a different meaning . 

Example: book (pages bound with a cover) and book (reserve a table, or room) 

1 .  What does the homonym change mean in the sentence?  
Circle the correct definition .

I’m going to change my shirt. ( put on different clothes    money given back at the store )
    

2 . Circle the synonym for the bolded word .

a) laugh    giggle     talk          b) find    save      discover          c) glue    shift      stick

3 .  Circle the antonym for the bolded word .

a) shy      crying      bold             b) sharp      dull      pointed

4 .  How many syllables in this word?    sometimes _______________
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FRIDAY • Writing Prompt
Week 2

A recount tells about events in the order that they happened .  
Write a recount of a visit you made to a special place . Draw the place .

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

   I told the order of events with words like first, next, then, before, after, and finally. 

  I ordered my ideas in a way that makes sense.

  I used “I” or “we” in my writing.

  I made sure to include details that answer who, what, where, when, and why.

  I  checked for correct spelling and punctuation. 


